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Abstract 

Generally, the current commercial cloud system is hosted by the centralization large datacenter. However, 

the other clouding forms existed and one of them is the P2P cloud. The P2P Cloud is a distributed systems, is 

freedom to join and leave and is possible to provide the IaaS. Commonly, P2P Cloud System is based on 

Pure-P2P System. Since a number of connection paths exist, it has a high reliability and easily scalability of 

the network. However, there are disadvantages of the slow rate of route because of looking up the all peers 

in order to search for the peer. In this paper, it proposes the P2P cloud system based on super-peer P2P. 

Super-peer P2P system has fast routing time, because of searching for cluster unit and it also can has high 

reliability and high scalability. We designs the super Peer cloud service and proposes the system model and 

Resource Allocation Algorithm for IaaS in Super peer P2P environment. 
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1. Introduction 

A universal cloud system is the centralized cloud system which is based on central server in a large. In 

addition it is existed in other forms of cloud computing, it is P2P cloud. Generally the P2P cloud is fully 

distributed systems. The P2P cloud is not suited on a system that requires short communication delay as web 

service. But P2P cloud can provide such as the IaaS(Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS(Platform as a Service), 
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SaaS(Software as a Service) and etc and it can guarantee QoS(Quality of Service). Especially, P2P cloud can 

possible to cooperation with other device using the mobile agent system.[1] The mobile agent is the core 

technology of P2P system. The mobile agent is executed using the system resource of the other devices. 

Because it can collaborate with other devices using the mobile agent in the P2P system, it is advantageous to 

the distributed processing.[1, 4] In this paper, we designed the super peer P2P cloud system based on super 

peer P2P system. The super peer P2P is a fusion system of the pure p2p and hybrid p2p system. The super 

peer P2P builds a cluster with a number of super peer and clients and the multiple clusters is acts like peer of 

pure p2p. If one of super peer is disconnected, the other super peer replaces the roles. And the client may 

have a small load because the super peer is responsible for handling all query within a cluster. 

The searching method of a super peer P2P is divided to internal and external search. The internal search is 

searching based on the peer management information that it is possessed by the super peer and the external 

search is that it is requested to the super peer of the other cluster and get it’s result. Because the internal and 

external search, a super peer is able to search a cluster unit and it can be faster searching than the typical P2P 

search.[3, 5, 6] 

In this paper, we propose for the resource allocation algorithm for providing IaaS, the required resources 

search algorithm for retrieving the required resources in policy and the search algorithms running internal 

search. This paper is organized as follows. The section 2 describes the resources for the management of the 

system model and a peer. It is proposed the resource allocation algorithm for providing service IaaS in 

chapter 3. The section 4 expresses the conclusions and future work. 

 

2. System Model 

In this paper, the super peer P2P cloud system(SPCS) designs on the basis of the super peer p2p system. 

The SPCS provides IaaS by allocating system resources of the other peers to the user. The structure of the 

SPCS is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. System model 

 

The Super peer is the administrator that manages the group and peer inside the cluster. It process the query 

for all the sub-peer requests. The client is a user who participated in the SPSS and is the general peer. The 

Group Master is the client that is created a working group for allocating to sub peer from super peer. The Sub 

Peer is Client that is allocated in the group master. Through it provides the idle resources of sub peer to the 
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group master, the SPCS provides a service IaaS for the user. To provide IaaS form the SPCS, the SPCS 

allocates Sub Peer to create workgroups around the peer service requestor. 

 

 

Figure 2. Process of Workgroup Generating 

 

The workgroup provides IaaS to the user. It is generate by connection of a number of the sub peer and the 

group master.In the workgroup, Group Master send mobile agent to sub peer, the sub peer execute mobile 

agent and return back result, and group master with sub peer can cooperate. The sub peer of workgroup is 

connected with group master, but at the same time it still connected with super peer of self. Therefore 

allocation of processing is group master's work, but super peer is still doing connection management of sub 

peer.It shows in Fig. 2 to create the workgroup process. 

(a) The user is requested allocation resource for using IaaS. 

(b) The super peer allocates the client that used the user's service. 

(c) The allocated clients is connecting to user being group master. 

(d) Onceall connectionsarecompleted, the workgroup generating is over. 

The resource allocation algorithm for generating workgroup is described in the Section 3. 

 

2.1 Profile and List 

To manage the peer, the super peer periodically checks over the lower-peer's connection and performance 

and creates the profile and list. Also, some of the generated profile and list is share with lower peer. The type 

of profiles and lists are Client Profile, Client State List, Group List, Group Member Profile, Group Member 

State List, Found Peer List and Selected Peer List. 

        

Figure 3. Client Profile  Figure 4. Client State List 

The client profile has the IP address, port number, ID, timestamp and system information. The system 
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information indicates idle resource. 

The client state list has the Client's ID, Status and performance ranking. The ID is connecting with Client 

profile's ID. 

            

Figure 5. Group Lis    Figure 6. Group Member Profile   Figure 7. Group Member State List 

 

The group list is a list to manage for group in super peer. It has a group ID, group master's ID, a number of 

members and status of the group. 

The group member profile is profile about the member of group. It is stored by Super peer and Group Master 

and it has the IP address, port number, ID on the network, ID within the group, group ID, Super peer's IP 

address and port number. 

The group member state list is stored by Super peer and group master. It involve about member's ID, group 

ID, connection status and working status. 

 

        

Figure 8. Found Peer List          Figure 9. Selected Peer List 

 

The found peer list is created by the super peer. For Searching over, It is recorded peers that meet the search 

criteria. It has IP address, port number, number of passing super peer, IP address of super peer, port number 

of super peer and resource information. The super peer sends the found peer list to the client. 

The selected peer list is created by the client. It records the available peers and has the same information of 

the found peer list. 

 

3. Resource Allocation Algorithm 
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In the SPCS, it forms a working group by assigning a peer to the user to provide the IaaS. For allocating the 

peer for user, after the requesting user must search for a resource, the peer to be assigned searchs on the basis 

of the retrieved resource. Figure 10 is the resource allocation algorithm. It is used as a parameter such as the 

Rcode and ID of the requester client resource allocation. The Rcode is represented the type of required 

resource in received message. 

 

 

Figure 10. Resource Allocation Algorithm 

 

From 1 to 3, it is to define the object for the resource allocation part. The RR is object for saveing the 

required resource, it is described in section 3.1. AllocationState is Bool variable for checking the resource 

allocation and T is variable for timer. From 4 to 47 is loop, it is repeated until AllocationState is be 0. The 

line 6 is to represent the searching peer using the RR and Clint_IDparameter, it is described in section 3.2. 

From 10 to 20, the client is waited to receive the Selected Peer List (SPL) and receives the SPL, the group 

information created and updated on the basis of SPL, it sends a profile and group member status group 

members list to Client. From 20 to 27, it is the waiting parts to receive the Peer Connection Waiting Signal 

from the client. The line 28 is send access command to group member. It checks to have completed all of the 

connected group members from 31 until 39. From 40 to 41, it is update the group list and completes work. 

 

3.1 Required Resource Search Algorithm 

For peer searching, it is searched the required resource in policy by type of Resource. Figure 11 is Required 

Resource Search Algorithm by using the Rcode as a parameter. 
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Figure 11. Required Resource Search Algorithm 

 

From 1 to 4, it is to define the object and record the data for search policy. The RR object is to output the 

requested resource. The PAP is object for save Peer Allocate Policy, n stores the PAP’s item count. From 5 

to 15, RR stores the object which it finds a match Rcode in the policy. In 16 RR objects recovered. 

 

3.2 Peer Search Algorithm 

The super peer completes the Searching Required Resource and it runs the internal and external search 

using a parameter as the resource information needed by searching. The peer search algorithm that runs take 

over the resources necessary information is shown in Figure 12. The search operation used the 

parameters-RCP, the Client ID, RPC and RAR. It is about the functions and objects used in the algorithm are 

described below. 

 

 

Figure 12. Peer Search Algorithm 

 

From 1 to 4, this part is to define the object for the internal search and record the data. The CSL is object 

for save Client State List. The FPL is the object for creating a list of peer which it is sent to the client and 

stores the number of items in the list of clients in the n. The loop for the internal search is, from 05 until 20. 

It is to search the profile of peer that is usable in the Client Status List. From 21 to 35, whether or not the 

search is completed, continuous testing and external search run. To Take place at around 3 minutes outside 
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of search, the search terminates after external peer to allocate all the failed transmission if not found. 36 

transmits the information of the peer to the client is detected. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we design the super peer P2P cloud system based on super peer P2P system. The designed 

system does routing by the unit of cluster. It is faster than peer unit routing of pure p2p cloud system. The 

super peer P2P is high reliability and high scalability. Because it executes network query, the lower load 

applied to the client. In this paper, it proposes the resource allocation algorithm. The SPCS creates the 

workgroup using the resource allocation algorithm and workgroup can provide the IaaS. The workgroup is 

an effective model for tasks that require a dispersion treatment, as a large-scale computation. 
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